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Hot Off the Press - The OU Pas Yisroel and Yoshon List for 5780!
October 4, 2019 – The OU’s 5780 Pas Yisroel “Yoshon-Enhanced” List
The OU just released its new Pas Yisroel and Yoshon List for 5780. TYNI has taken the liberty (with permission) to further
highlight all of the places where “yoshon” is mentioned for quick reference and the convenience of our visitors.
Here is the direct link to view and/or download the sheet for our subscribers:
https://yoshon.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/10-3-19-oupasyisroel-yoshonlist-5780.pdf
(Source: OU Kosher)


October 4, 2019 – Bob’s Red Mill/Trader Joe’s Deviation
When the Preliminary Guide to Chodosh came out, (and as Project Chodosh informed us), the OK had instructed them to
only report most of the Bob’s Red Mill products as “For specific information, please email [the OK]...” Being hot on the
heels of the Trader Joe’s Babka issue where the OU instructed us to do the same, yet information leaked out from other
sources, TYNI has decided to list the “certified-yoshon” best by dates for Bob’s products, according to the OK’s website.
Additionally, since there was no response for a requested update from the OU on the Trader Joe’s Babka issue, we will
simply state the status according to the COR of Detroit’s recent post as these products being Yoshon.
We believe that it is much more confusing and perhaps even detrimental to omit the known status details, which may cause
people to make assumptions on their own, (possibly incorrectly), as to the status of these products. If requesting information
from the agency was the only way to find out correct information, that is one thing and indeed should be done. However,
the fact remains that the information is indeed available to the public on these particular products for anyone to find if they
do a little searching on them. It is for that reason that we will be updating the products in the near future on Yoshon.com to
reflect the correct information, and stating the sources of our research.
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